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Explosive Bifurcation to Chaos in Weakly Coupled Semiconductor Superlattices
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The bifurcation scenario to chaos has been studied for vertical transport in an incommensurate
driven superlattice system. With increasing driving amplitude, quasiperiodic, frequency-locked, and
chaotic oscillations are identified by using Poincaré maps, which show a variety of attractors in the
chaotic regime. The dimension of the attractor is abruptly increased in the transition process, i.e., th
bifurcation between frequency locking and chaos is explosive. However, the bifurcation pattern depend
strongly on the applied dc bias, providing clear evidence that the system is spatially inhomogeneous
the vertical direction. [S0031-9007(98)06837-9]

PACS numbers: 73.50.Fq, 73.20.Dx, 73.40.Gk
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Spatiotemporal chaos has been studied both experim
tally and theoretically in liquid and chemical systems [1
in coupled map lattices [2], as well as in solid-state sy
tems [3–7]. When the investigated system is driven
an incommensurate frequency, i.e., the ratio of the na
ral frequency and the driving frequency is an irration
number, the transition to chaos has been predicted th
retically to occur via the following routes: either quas
periodicity! frequency locking! chaos or directly from
quasiperiodicity to chaos [2–5]. Both routes to chao
have been observed in a number of experiments [3–5].

Vertical transport in weakly coupled semiconductor s
perlattices (SL’s) is known to exhibit nonlinear phenom
ena such as domain formation [8–10], multistability [11
and self-sustained current oscillations [12–14]. It has be
shown that the self-sustained current oscillations are due
a quasi-one-dimensional motion of the domain boundary
the SL direction, i.e., vertical to the SL layers [8,12–15
Therefore, the temporal behavior of the current oscillatio
is directly related to the vertical spatiotemporal motion o
the domain boundary inside the SL. Theoretical studi
predict the appearance of chaos in such SL systems acc
panied by the breakdown of spatiotemporal coherence
the motion of the domain boundary [15]. Although drive
and undriven chaos of these current oscillations have be
recently observed in the frequency power spectra [1
little is known about the transition process between sy
chronization (frequency locking) and chaos as well as t
actual type of chaotic behavior in the experimentally in
vestigated SL system. This type of information can b
obtained only from real-time measurements.

In this paper, we present Poincaré maps in the prese
of an external driving voltage applied parallel to the grow
direction of a weakly coupled semiconductor SL. The
Poincaré maps clearly indicate that the transition fro
frequency locking to chaos is accompanied by a lo
of spatiotemporal coherence. Furthermore, the Poinc
maps reveal that a number of attractors with varyin
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complexity exist in the chaotic regime. However, fo
different dc biases, completely different routes to cha
are observed. At the same time, the observed bifurcat
patterns are more complicated than the ones predicted
the theoretical investigation reported in Ref. [15]. Th
experimental discrepancy with the theory as well as t
different observed routes to chaos may be due to the spa
inhomogeneity of the SL in the growth direction.

The investigated sample consists of a doped, 40-peri
weakly coupled SL with 9.0 nm GaAs wells and 4.0 n
AlAs barriers. For a more detailed description of the stru
ture and contact layers, see Refs. [16,17]. The dc a
ac electric fields are applied in parallel to the SL dire
tion. The experimental data are recorded in a He-flo
cryostat at 5 K using high-frequency coaxial cables wi
a bandwidth of 20 GHz. The driving voltage in the form
of Vacsins2pfdtd is generated with a Wavetek 50 MHz
pulse/function generator (model 81), wherefd denotes the
driving frequency. The power spectra of the current o
cillations are detected with an Advantest R3361 spectr
analyzer. The real-time current traces are recorded w
a Hewlett-Packard 54720A digital oscilloscope, which
triggered by the synchronization signal from the puls
function generator, using a sampling rate of 1 GSays and
32 768 points/snapshot. The resulting time resolution w
about 20–50 points per periodtd of the driving frequency,
which corresponds to about 600–1600td per snapshot.

The dc biasVdc is fixed at two different voltages in
the second plateau of the time-averaged current-volta
characteristic, where current oscillations due to a rec
cling motion of a charge monopole have been observ
[14]. Without any ac driving voltage, the system exhibi
periodic self-sustained current oscillations with an intri
sic fundamental frequencyf0  fisVac  0d of 30.5 MHz
at Vdc  6.574 V and 11.4 MHz at 7.080 V. In the
following, we will fix fd at f0 3 s1 1

p
5 dy2 (the golden

mean) and varyVac to study the bifurcation scenario to
chaos. Figure 1 shows the bifurcation diagrams of t
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Frequency bifurcation diagram forVdc  6.574 V
and fd  49.4 MHz (a) as well as forVdc  7.080 V and
fd  18.4 MHz (b) recorded at 5 K. The current power
spectra are shown as density plots vs the amplitude of t
driving voltage Vac, where dark areas correspond to larg
amplitudes.

power spectra as a function ofVac for the above val-
ues ofVdc. The frequency of the driving voltagefd is
set to 49.4 MHz in Fig. 1(a) and 18.4 MHz in Fig. 1(b)
When the driving voltage is superimposed on the dc vo
age, quasiperiodic oscillations are observed in both pow
spectra, sincef0 and fd are incommensurate. However
there are large differences in the two power spectra f
larger values ofVac. In Fig. 1(a), whenVac becomes
larger than 38 mV, the power spectra smear out over
narrow frequency band around three peaks indicating
transition from quasiperiodicity to synchronized chaos
but the chaotic window is very narrow. WhenVac is
increased further, the system enters a frequency-lock
state with a winding number of 2y3. ForVac larger than
51 mV, the power spectra become continuous over a mu
larger range ofVac. At the same time, the frequencies
are distributed over a much wider range (up to more tha
50 MHz), indicating that the system has entered a mo
complex chaotic state. The power spectrum in Fig. 1(
has a much higher symmetry. Frequency-locked an
quasiperiodic windows alternate with increasingVac. The
winding number of the frequency-locked states increas
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according tos2n 1 1dys3n 1 2d with n  2, 3, 4, 5, ... . It
finally reaches 2y3 for very large values ofVac. In contrast
to Fig. 1(a), the power spectra do not smear out before
frequency-locked window is reached, only the spacing be
tween adjacent frequency peaks is reduced.

In order to obtain more insight into the transition from
frequency locking to chaos, Poincaré maps (first return
maps) have been derived from the real-time current os
cillation traces. Figure 2 shows three examples of curren
traces recorded under the same conditions as in Fig. 1(a
At 34 mV, the oscillations are quasiperiodic, at 40 mV
they are frequency locked, and at 63 mV they are chaotic
These assignments will be proven below using Poincar
maps, which give information about the structure of an at
tractor in a dissipative system [3,15]. Poincaré maps ar
constructed by plottingIn11 as a function ofIn, whereIn

is obtained by sampling the current traceIstd at a fixed
phase (the maximum of the amplitude of the driving fre-
quency signal) in thenth period of the driving voltage.
Figure 3 shows Poincaré maps obtained at the dc bias
6.574 V. WhenVac is small (9 to 34 mV), the Poincaré
maps are smooth loops indicating quasiperiodic oscilla
tions [2–4,7,15]. However, whenVac reaches 38 mV,
the loop splits up into three extended branches as show
for 39 mV in Fig. 3, which collapses into three points at
40 mV, demonstrating frequency locking. The extended
branches at 38–39 mV are an indication of the appearanc
of synchronized chaos,i.e., the chaotic behavior is con-
fined to three narrow frequency bands, which can also b
seen in the power spectra in Fig. 1(a). Such a chaotic orb

FIG. 2. The ac component of the current vs time for severa
driving amplitudesVac as indicated for the same conditions as
in Fig. 1(a). (a) 34 mV, (b) 40 mV, and (c) 63 mV.
1291
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FIG. 3. Poincaré maps for different driving amplitudesVac, as indicated, obtained from current oscillation traces recorded for t
same conditions as in Fig. 1(a).
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may exist at the edge of the so-calledArnol’d tonguein
the Vac 2 f0yfd phase diagram and is very close to
period-3 locking state [15]. IncreasingVac slightly, the
system enters the frequency-locked state at 40 mV. T
frequency-locked state exists untilVac reaches 51 mV,
where two of the three points in the Poincaré ma
begin to extend into branches demonstrating the onse
chaos. Between 51 and 54 mV, these branches eventu
become connected with each other (cf. Fig. 3). Sin
the current oscillations are caused by the spatiotempo
motion of the domain boundary in the SL [13–16
the expansion of the three points into branches clea
demonstrates that the vertical motion of domain bounda
loses its spatiotemporal coherence during the bifurcati
process from frequency locking to chaos.

The Poincaré maps between 51 and 54 mV in Fig.
show that the bifurcation from frequency locking to chao
is explosive, i.e., it is accompanied by an abrupt increa
of the attractor dimension. In this type of bifurcatio
process, the dimension of the attractor is expanded fr
isolated points (zero-dimensional object) into an obje
with a finite dimension. Moreover, within the chaotic
regime, the complexity of the chaotic attractor increas
with a small change ofVac. WhenVac is beyond 54 mV,
the structure of the Poincaré maps in Fig. 3 becomes m
complex. As shown in Fig. 3, a number of differen
chaotic attractors are revealed forVac between 56 and
79 mV. A further increase ofVac results in a transition
from a chaotic to a 1:1 frequency-locked state, as sho
in Fig. 3 for Vac  100 mV.

The bifurcation route to chaos described above can
summarized as follows: quasiperiodicity! synchronized
1292
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chaos! frequency locking! chaos! chaos with higher
complexity. However, whenVdc is fixed to 7.080 V, we
observe a very different route to chaos. The correspon
ing bifurcation diagram of the power spectra has alread
been described above. The Poincaré maps for the
gions in the power spectra corresponding to frequenc
locked states and quasiperiodic oscillations agree with t
interpretation obtained from the power spectra. Figure
shows several Poincaré maps for driving amplitudes b
tween 155 and 180 mV, where the power spectra becom
quasicontinuous. At 155 mV, the Poincaré map show
17 points indicating frequency locking, in agreement with

FIG. 4. Poincaré maps for several driving amplitudesVac
between 155 and 180 mV obtained from current oscillatio
traces for the same conditions as in Fig. 1(b).
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the winding number11y17 obtained from the power spec-
tra. At 160 mV, the Poincaré map becomes a twisted loo
with a varying point density, which may originate from a
chaotic attractor. This structure remains almost unchang
until Vac reaches 175 mV. Between 175 and 180 mV, th
system undergoes a transition to frequency locking wi
a winding number of2y3, as shown by the Poincaré map
for 180 mV, which contains only three points. This bi
furcation process can also be considered explosive d
to the abrupt change of the attractor dimension. The b
furcation to chaos observed for this applied dc voltag
corresponds to the typical route consisting of quasipe
odicity ! frequency locking! quasiperiodicity! . . . !
frequency locking! chaos. However, in contrast to the
bifurcation scenario observed atVdc  6.574 V, there is
no evidence for a window containing synchronized chao
at Vdc  7.080 V. This result agrees with the observed
difference in the power spectra of Fig. 1.

The route to chaos at 7.08 V is completely differen
from the one observed at 6.574 V, but similar to the on
in our previous report [16], where a different mesa from
the same wafer was studied. Note that, in all previou
works, real-time traces with sufficient resolution to deriv
Poincaré maps were not available so that the type
chaos derived from frequency spectra alone could not
determined unambiguously. Furthermore, the theoretic
study of Ref. [15] did not reveal such a complicate
bifurcation pattern either. Only the Poincaré maps ca
reveal the structure of the chaotic attractors, which
much richer for the experimentally investigated system
The discrepancy between experiment and calculation m
originate from the structural imperfection of the SL. The
calculation in Ref. [15] is based on a perfect SL with
identical well and barrier widths and doping density, a
well as electron drift velocity for all periods, i.e., for an
ideal SL, which is spatially homogeneous in the growt
direction. However, in a real SL system, the fluctuation
of well and barrier width, as well as the doping density
can disturb the perfection of the SL, as reported fo
static domains in Ref. [18,19]. It has already been show
theoretically that imperfections will strongly affect the
oscillatory behavior of such a system [20]. Therefore, fo
an inhomogeneous SL, the oscillatory behavior will als
strongly depend on the exact location of the oscillatin
domain boundary inside the SL. Since for different d
biases the oscillating domain boundary will cover differen
regions of the SL (cf. Ref. [14]), the different oscillatory
behavior at 6.574 and 7.08 V may indicate that the SL
imperfect in the growth direction. The imperfection o
the SL would substantially increase the number of degre
of freedom that are necessary to model the experimen
system. Another possibility for the different observe
routes to chaos is the influence of the contact layer
For 6.574 V, the domain boundary oscillates near one
the contacts, while for 7.08 V, the domain boundary i
oscillating closer to the center of the SL (cf. Ref. [14])
So far, the contact layers have only been included in th
p
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simulations in a very simple way so that the observe
effects are not included in the simulations.

In summary, we have studied different bifurcation sce
narios to chaos in an incommensurately driven SL b
evaluating Poincaré maps from real-time current traces an
comparing them with measured power spectra. The di
ference in the bifurcation patterns for different dc bias
voltages gives direct evidence for the existence of impe
fections in the growth direction of the SL. A nonlinear sys-
tem is particularly sensitive to imperfections. It supports
our previous assumption that the experimentally invest
gated SL represents a system with a much larger numb
of degrees of freedom than the corresponding perfect SL
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